Authigenic Fe-minerals as indicators of the Late Permian and Early Triassic depositional conditions (Velebit Mt., Croatia)
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The uppermost Permian deposits in the Velebit Mt. area (Croatia) are characterized by the stratigraphic break caused by emergence and subsequent transgression which continued through the Permian–Triassic Boundary (PTB) into the Early Triassic. Two informal lithologic units can be distinguished – Transitional Dolomite (TD), relatively rich in fossils, and Sandy Dolomite (SD), characterized by recrystallized grains, scarce fossils, and enhanced input of terrigenous siliciclastic material [1,2].

Selected TD and SD samples were disintegrated, or cut and polished and analyzed by optical microscopy, SEM, EDS, and XRD. Preliminary studies of the authigenic Fe-minerals found in the TD and SD units have shown characteristic mineral associations connected to the changes in the depositional environment. Fossiliferous TD deposits contain randomly dispersed red hematite grains. Highly recrystallized SD deposits above the lithologic change only occasionally contain hematite. Further up in the SD unit, due to the increased siliciclastic input and scarce fossils after the PTB, iron oxides form hematite, identical as in the TD unit, and magnetite. Magnetite, in framoidal form, in places accompanied with larger cubic crystals, is confined to recrystallized calcite and do not appear in the dolomite. The interstices between framoidal microcrystals are filled with calcite; some magnetite hexahedra intergrow with calcite rhombohedra or contain calcite crystals.
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Atmospheric dust particles are a mixture of organic and inorganic materials, components of natural and antropic origin. Some of the inorganic particles are ferromagnetic s.l. and easily identified by their magnetic properties. In the last decade, some studies have been done in order to characterize airborne dust particles and especially those accumulated on plant leaves, particularly Nerium oleander leaves, of the urban area of Coimbra. Magnetic parameters of leaves have been interpreted to characterize ferromagnetic structures, their composition, size and sources. In Coimbra these ferromagnetic particles have been attributed to the vehicular traffic. The main goal of the present study is to compare ferromagnetic mineralogy of urban dust accumulated on the Nerium oleander leaves samples from the cities of Praia and Coimbra. Sampling of Nerium oleander leaves was done on the 10th and 11th of April 2009. The samples which were taken in Coimbra are from 12 of the most polluted sites, identified in previous studies. Magnetic parameters (isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM), at 1 T, -25 mT, -100 mT and S-ratios) of sampled plant leaves were measured and determined using a pulse magnetizer and a Minispin magnetometer (Molspin). The mineralogical characterization was performed by S-ratios and SEM with an integrated EDS microanalysis system. The size of particles on the surface of plant leaves is between 50 μm and less than 1μm. The IRM1T values measured were normalized for leaf surface area and were in the range 125.00x10^-6 - 44.00x10^-6 A, for samples of Praia, and 24.00x10^-6 - 310.00x10^-6 A, for samples of Coimbra. Mean values are 342.00x10^-6 and 85.80x10^-6 A, respectively. Praia’s mean value is 4 times higher than Coimbra’s value. These different mean values can be interpreted considering that the SEM images show that the density of particles distribution is higher for samples from Praia, probably due to the drier climate in Cape Verde. These samples show essentially irregular and angular particles and rare spherical structures. The latter are particularly abundant in Coimbra. Some of these ferromagnetic particles from Praia samples (Fig. 1a) have a natural origin in Sahara.

Some of the inorganic particles are ferromagnetic s.l. and easily identified by their magnetic properties. In the last decade, some studies have been done in order to characterize airborne dust particles and especially those accumulated on plant leaves, particularly Nerium oleander leaves, of the urban area of Coimbra. Magnetic parameters of leaves have been interpreted to characterize ferromagnetic structures, their composition, size and sources. In Coimbra these ferromagnetic particles have been attributed to the vehicular traffic. The main goal of the present study is to compare ferromagnetic mineralogy of urban dust accumulated on the Nerium oleander leaves samples from the cities of Praia and Coimbra. Sampling of Nerium oleander leaves was done on the 10th and 11th of April 2009. The samples which were taken in Coimbra are from 12 of the most polluted sites, identified in previous studies. Magnetic parameters (isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM), at 1 T, -25 mT, -100 mT and S-ratios) of sampled plant leaves were measured and determined using a pulse magnetizer and a Minispin magnetometer (Molspin). The mineralogical characterization was performed by S-ratios and SEM with an integrated EDS microanalysis system. The size of particles on the surface of plant leaves is between 50 μm and less than 1μm. The IRM1T values measured were normalized for leaf surface area and were in the range 125.00x10^-6 - 44.00x10^-6 A, for samples of Praia, and 24.00x10^-6 - 310.00x10^-6 A, for samples of Coimbra. Mean values are 342.00x10^-6 and 85.80x10^-6 A, respectively. Praia’s mean value is 4 times higher than Coimbra’s value. These different mean values can be interpreted considering that the SEM images show that the density of particles distribution is higher for samples from Praia, probably due to the drier climate in Cape Verde. These samples show essentially irregular and angular particles and rare spherical structures. The latter are relatively abundant in Coimbra. Some of these ferromagnetic particles from Praia samples (Fig. 1a) have a natural origin in Santiago Island substrate rocks, mainly in basalts. Irregular ferromagnetic particles are also present in Coimbra’s samples (Fig. 1b) and they could be either anthropogenic or geogenic. These particles were identified as magnetite-like particles considering the S-300 values (0.98 from Praia and Coimbra’s samples). Elemental mapping shows that Si, Ca, Fe, and Al are the most abundant elements on dust particles, reflecting the bedrock mineralogy and also the contribution of foreign dust, mainly from Sahara.

Fig. 1: SEM images of iron oxides from Praia a) (EDS: Fe, Ti, Si, Al, Mg, Ca) and Coimbra dust b) (EDS: Fe, C, Si, Ca).